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PRtEFACE

7!

S. 'ns report .was originally prepared in May, 1983 as an interim pro-

.4
jeVt report. Its purpose was to describe the contents of the Central

kegistry of family' advocacy repo0rts maintained by the Bureau of Medicine

and Surgery. De|pbstamwnt of the Navy, and to highlight some of the

issues suggested by the data. At that time. this analysis represented

the end product of a comp lex data processing effort compl eted by the

C'hildren's Division of The American Humane Association. Currently,-this

analysis serves as a complete documentation of the methodaogjy employed

in processing the Central Registry reports and as a record of preliml-

nary findings. It is to be considered as background material for the

final report* 4e l)emoqraphics of Family Violence in the Navy and

Marine Corps.'
L '

Chapter I outlines the mathod"jQqi employed in the data processing

effort es& describes the resulting data basey WVoutlLnes how some six-

teen different form types were consolidated into one data base, and how

data items from the forms wore *mapped onto a master variable list. Cen-

tral organizing themes o-Om epev A are four basic identifiers: year

of report, form type, incident type, and reportinq facility identification.

kep t thramq IV profile the three Incident types: child abuse/

neglect, spouse abuse and sexual assault/rape. The information provided

describes: victias, sponsors. abusers, and cases. 46

I- - '.R-ft f Q highlight* differences among the incident

types.

V
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CHAPMR I

KETHOXOL, AM) DESCRIPTION OF FOF04S PRXSSED

This chapter outlines the methodoloqy employed in the preliminary

analysis of Central Registry reports and describes the resulting data base

in terms of a few key descriptors. Specifically, at least sixteen different

form types and over 8,000 forms were made available to American Humane,

representing those forms currently existing in BUNMD's Central Registry

of family advocacy reports. These forms contain sme similar information,

but there are form-specific data items as well. Thus, to report on every.

specific data item from every form provided would have resulted in a compli-

cated and confusing set of findings. Instead, decisions were made to

systematize the data processing and data analysis tasks, thereby permitting

the concise display of numerous data elements from diverse forms.

The first section of this chapter summarizes the decisions relating

to the inclusion/exclusion of forms, and is organized around four basic

identifiers: year of report, form type, incident type, and reporting facility

identification. The second section describes the mapping process, and how

variables from each form type were included or excluded. Finally, the last

section describes the data base resulting from these proceduresi it is organ-

ise"d by reporting facility.

Decisions elating to Form Inslusion

Year. In order to describe the current characteristics of Central

Registry for, all form from 191 and 1992 were selected for inclusion in

the data boe. It wes felt that form from the most recent two years properly

describe the current situations moreover, two years' data rather than am

-I-
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provides a larger data file for analysis. It was believed that since the

Pamily Advocacy Program began so recently and it took some time to develop

and distribute forms, reports are now gathered in a more systematic and

complete way than in earlier yearse thus the registry of older form does

not portray the current picture. In all, about 4000 forms dated prior to

1981 and all undated forms were excluded. However, even given the exclusion

of this large nmber of reports, American Mummane processed nearly twice as

many forms as the Navy had originally estimated would be made available.

It should be noted that not all incidents that actually occurred in

1982 will be included in this data base. Forms were transferred from the

tavy's Central Registry to American IHmane during December of 1982; thus,

any December incidents occurring after the date of transferral as well as

any incidents occurring on bases which had not sent in the reports by the

date of transferral would be missing. Table 1-1 summarizes the data base

by month of report. It clearly indicates that incidents from November and

December of 1982 -- and to a lesser extent, from October, 1982 -- are poorly

I represented in the data base. Thus, it sugqests that had these incidents

been included, there would have been significantly pore reports on file from

1962.

4
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TABLt I1

MWM AND YEAR OF REPORT

YEAR NMBER OF FOWS PERCENT

1961 All 1851 50.3

January 180 4.9

February 120 3.3

March 144 4.0

April 133 3.6

May 139 3.8

June 168 4.6

July 170 4.7

August 142 3.9

September 126 3.5

October 223 6.1

November 137 3.8

December 163 4.5

1982 All 1827 49.7

January 175 4.8

February 218 6.0

March 202 5.5

April 185 5.1

May 205 5.6

June 174 4.8

July 163 4.5

August 170 4.7

September 142 3.9

October 103 2.8

November 56 1.5

Docember 7 0.2

ote that yearly totals &W slightly groter than the sm of the

*,wthly totals beawae eme repoe wme not tientified by sth.

B -3-



Form TyPe. Although the number of different form types is quite large.

they can be divided into five basic types. Within each type, there are mail

variations, but essentially similar data elements are available. Table A-I in

the appendix sumarizes the basic form types and the variations within each

type.
'I

Each form was identified by type, and the following distribution of

forms resulted:

Form Type Nuber of Forms Percent

I - Established Child Abuse/Neqlect I50 9.5

2 - Suspected buse/Neqlect/Sexual
Ansault and Rape 2404 65.3

3 - Established Spouse Abuse/Neqlect 409 11.1

4 - Family Advocacy Case Manaqement 450 12.2

5 - Others 67 1.8

It should be noted that form type 4 identifies each report as either "initial"

or "follow-up." All "follow-up" reports (twelve in number) were excluded

since these reports are not ccpatible with the rest.

Incident Type. The Family Advocacy Program aims at serving cases of

child abuse/neqlect, spouse abuse, and sexual assault/rape. All forms were

carefully reviewed and classified into one of these incident types as follows.

To be labeled child abuse/neglect, the victim on any form type had to be under

eighteen years of age, but not labeled as spouse of the abuser. In addition,

for form types 2 and 4 which covered multiple incident types, if sexual abuse

was indicated, the abuser had to be known to the victim. To be labeled spouse

abuse, the victim and abuser had to be currently and leqally married. To

be labeled sexual assault/rape, the maltreatment had to be of a sexual nature

between unmarried persons, and for victims under 18 years of age. the abuser

had to be u to the victim. Thus, a codinq decision was made that when

minors were t iolved, semual maltreatment betwe m knom parties is a form of

~-4-



child abuse while between unknown parties indicates sexual assault/rape.

Despite the Navy's 1,rimary concern with these three incident types,

there was a small number of reports provided that dealt with different kinds

of incidents. incidents that could not properly be classified into one of

the three above categories. Rather than confuse the larger analysis with

a few miscellaneous cases, it was decided to exclude these cahes from

discussion. The largest number of such cases were cases labeled by the

reporter as "verbal argument" or "marital discord", cases in which there was

no actual or threatened act of violence and no clearly defined abuser and

victim; in all ' such cases were identified and eliminated from the analysis.

(All of these reports were from Pearl Harbor or (uam.) There were 35 other

reports eliminated as inappropriate, including 12 cases involving boyfriends,

3 involving ex-spouses, 6 involving a physical (not sexual) assault by an

unknown abuser, 4 involving other family-related violence (not spouse or

child), 5 with insufficient information to identify an incident type, and 5

miscellaneous cases (such a) a request for an abortion or a report relating

to an incident that happened 10 years aqo). In total, 86 cases were excluded

because of inappropriate incident type.

The following distribution describes the reports included in the data

base:

Incident Number of Reports Percent

Child abuse/neglect 1204 32.7

Spouse abuse 2363 64.2

Sexual assault/rape 113 3.1

RoyortipA Facilitv Identification. For each report, a reporting

facility was identified and coded from the list of Family Advocacy Progrm

facilities provided by the Navy. At least one report was received from each

facility on the list except NBRCLINIC XMMJN3VIC and NAVNOSP Y)OZV3L6 ? lM t.

t -5-



Additional "catch-all" categories were 
created to include reports from

locations not on the lists these are described in more detail 
in Table A-2 in

the appendix. In total, 78 percent of the reports came from Navy bases

while 20 percent came from Marine bases. Table I-2 portrays the distribution

of reporting facilities.

Miscellaneous. During the coding process, 53 duplicate 
reports were

identified and excluded from the analysisl 
generally speaking, these were

xerox copies of an original that were detected 
by a coder in the course of

reading forms.

4i
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TADLE 1 -2

REPORTING FACILITIES

F.POF.TIMN FACILITY NUMBER or RmmoS PEACENT

NAVY 2676. 78.2
NR)4CLIxIC ANNAPOLIS 1. 0.0

4C DEWESDJ 75. 2.0
Npj4( DRI NEMR74 109. 3.9
NMCARLESlON 200. 5.4

CORPUS CHRISTI 45. 1.2
NMC GRPFAT LAM 168. 4.6
NRMC GUAM 174. 4.7
VOSP GUANTANAM lo. •o.3

NPUNCLINIC HAWAII 451. 12.3
Npoc JACKSONVILE 385. 10.5
NA'.M0OSP KEY WEST 14. 0.4
N, V11OS p LE RE 3. 0.1

LONG BEACH 120 3.5
NP , M 41 74. 2.0

NAPLES 15. 0.4
iW7 'ORT 65. 1.8
NsmC LONDON 70. 1.9
N OAKLAN 97. 2.6

OPOLAkNDO 27. 0.7
NAVHOSP PAX RIVER is. 0.5
HARM PENSACOLA 135. 3.7
NRNC PHILADELPHIA 25 0.7
NAVHOSP PORT HUZMW 01. 2.2

C PORTSNOUTW 42. 1.1
NAV14OSP PIOTh 15. 0.4
NWC SAN DIEGO 327. 8.9
NRLIWIC SEATTLE 4. 0.1
MAVHOSP SUBIC DAY 35. 1.0
US NAVAL ACTIVITIES, UK, LON,0u

ENGLAND 3. 0.1
US NAVAL PACILITr, APTIZ A, MEN

POUND LAN, CANADA 1. 0.0
NAVHOSP WHIDSZI ISLU 17. 0.5
NOPC YOKOSUKA 3. 0.1
NAVAL AIR STATIONS 34. 0.9
O7WER AVY WOCATIO1S 25. 0.7

MAXIm 730. 20.0
WM)S BEAUFORT -0-7
mWC CAMP ILZJZUM 29. 0.1
M CAMP PIENLVtMN 117. 3.2

NAVNO0P COIMY Po1r 44. 1.2
mc OKI A 14. 0.4

ocLmic uAmo,. 113..1
29 PALM, CA Go. 1.9
NSACIS n AIR mixo= 53. 1.4
O lw= MN 1 WCAUOU 1. 0.0

50611mba r6 .0

rMvM AIR m mm . .
-7-



Mapping Decisions

In order to deal with the variety of form types provided by the Navy,

a "master variable list" was drawn up consisting of all variables included

on any of the forms along with definitions for each value of the variable.

Then, each form type was "mapped" onto the master list, variable by variable,

depending on whether or not a data item was present, and if so, whether it

existed in compatible form. A small nmuber of form-specific variables appear

on the mamter list, but only if tne variable seemed to be of central concern

to the Navy; other idiosyncratic variables were excluded from the analysis.

In some cases, a variable on the master list might be pro-coded on one

form, open-ended on another, and absent on a third. An example is "victim

race." However, only when a variable could be consistently coded, was it

mapped and included in the analysis. Thus, different totals appear in each

table, reflecting which form types contained the variable presented in that

table. (Of course, totals also reflect how often information was actually

provided for a qustion, as opposed to being left blank.) Although the

varying totals are potentially confusing, the reader is assured that wiatever

does appear in a table is an accurate representation of what actually exists

on the diverse form.

It was also decided that information could systematically be gathered

from the narrative questions on each form by developing a set of clear coding

categories, and by going through a systematic process of "open-ended coding.a

Thus, information was gathered in this way an underlying family stress factors,

u types of maltreatment, and system responses to the maltreatment.

rigures A-I throuh A-4 and Table A-3 in the appendix provide a general

overview of the major types of viLablee included in the analysis and where

they c tsm on each ferm type. because of time liaitatina and the mall

.... 4-
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number of reports, the reader is advised that form type 5 has not yet

been napped onto the data base and that only basic identifiers are included

in this interim report.

Descrlption of the Data Base -- eportinq Facility Characteristics

This section provides scow useful information on the kinds of reports

processd from different reporting facilities. Because the number of reports

coming from many facilities in quite small, this ntmber is included in

each table and the reader is advised to refer to it when examining percentage

distributions. (For example, 100 percent child abuse reports is hardly note-

vorthy if only one report was received.) In this section, the following

tables are presented, reporting facility by year, reporting facility by

form type, reporting facility by incident type, and reporting facility by

report disposition.

Table 1-3 shows the distribution of reporting facilites by year. Perhaps

the most useful finding to extract from ti.is table is the identification of

vhich reporting facilities came into the system in 1"2, or increased their

participation greatly.

I4



TABLE 1-3

REPORTING FACILITY BY YEA
(PERIENT)

PZPOPTI, rACZLITrY (0 of Reports) 1981 1982

?4M'Y (2876) 50.9% 49.1%
NWCLINIC ANNAPOLIS (1) 100.0 0.0
NWC aSnm A (75) 56.7 41.3
NNWC BREMKR OW (109) 83.5 16.5
N CHARLZSTON (200) 46.7 53.3
NP4C CORPUS CHRISTI (45) 68.9 31.1
M)MC GRZAT LAXZS (168) 48.0 51.2
NPC CAM (174) 50.6 49.4
PAVROSP GUANTA jN (10) 0.0 100.n
NI'9CLXNIC mAMA!! (451) 48.0 52.0
N1"C JA OrSNVILLE (385) 52.7 47.3
MAv'IOSP KEY WEST (14) 14.3 85.7
%A'vNOSP LEW)ORE (3) 100.0 0.0
NrW IAG BEACH (128) 57.8 42.2
NPRC MKPIS (74) 59.5 40.5
RiC MAPL"S (15) 0.0 100.0

NHIC NEMPOffT (65) 41.5 58.5
HSHC NEW LONDON (70) 68.6 31.4
NP)MC OALUAND (97) ,.o 100.0
NPNC ORLANDO (27) 81.5 18.5
NAvHOSP PAX RIVER (18) 100.0 0.0
AK PEN.SACO LA (135) 53.3 46.7

NMPJC PHILADELPHIA (25) 68.0 32.0
NAVHOSP PORT MUVIE (81) 53.1 46.9
NXRMC PORTSMOUTH (421 64.3 35.7
tIAVHOSP OTA (15) 0.0 100.0
NPJ4C SAN DIEGO (327) 45.6 54.4
NIM@CLINIC SEAM&LZ (4) 25.0 75.0
NAVHOSP SUBIC BAY (35) 74.3 25.7
US NAVAL ACTIVITIES.

UK, La tON ,BELA=N (3) 66.7 33.3
US NAVAL FACILITY, AMS TIA,

NW P(XJWDIAND, CANADA (1) 0.0 100.0
AVHOSP WHIDWY ISUAD (17) 100.0 0.0

NNW YOKOSUA (3) 0.0 100.0
NAVAL AIR STATIOUS (34) 41.2 58.8
OlIR NAY W)CATIONS (251 32.0 66.0

pMINS (7 38) 46.9 53.1
mAVROS BRAUPORT (28) 0.0 100.0
N UC CMW LLIM (299) 43.1 56.9
*NIC AiW PDIZ1J2 (117) 43.6 56.4
MAVWoS OWW P0oW!' (44) 40.9 S9.1
NEW 0II IW (14) 71.4 26.6
alo c 11131o GL O.s ,19.5,,

29 PUS, CA (69) 56.5 43.5
MUM CONSAl "R DTR (53) 15.1 84.9
cm tnMui. zd s it 0.0 100.0

INuRM FM AM M (37) 75. 24.3
MU Fnm All mm m (29) 46.3 St.?-10-



Table 1-4 looks at reporting facility by fore type. sasically, it

given a profile of what kinds of form * iA use at each Navy and Marine

location. The Issue that cams to mind in why *an fore types szo not being

used at all in places where they should be expected to be used. The HtN.

Wight want to standardize usage of currently existing forms, or conversely,

to redesign and/or consolidate form in the future.

to1
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TABLE 1-4

REPORTING FACILITY BY FORM TYPE( PEaczr )

(I of P
REPORTING FACILITY R.ports) 1 2 3 4 5

NMiCLINIC ANNAPOLIS (1) 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.- 0.0
NNiHC (ETHESDA (75) 13. 21.3 65.3 0.0 0.0

NNIC nBwRo11 (109) _ 94.5 0.0 0.0 0.Q
NAVOS GANTESTMO (200) 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
NRMC CORPUS CHRISTI (45) 0.0 71.1 28.9 o.o 0.0NMV4 GREAT LAZ 1160) 4.2 95.6 0.0 o.o ri-fl

• NIMC GUAMq (174) 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0)
XAVHOSP GUNTANAMO (10) 20.0 50.0 30.0 0.0 0.0 !
NN4CLINIC HAWAII (451) 10.4 80.7 ... .9 0 o Qo !

NRKC JACSONVILIZ (385) 27.9 49.1 23.1 0.0 0.0
NAVHNSP KEY WEST (14) 21.4 78.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
NAVHOSP LDMIOORE (3) 66 ...7 33.3 0.-0 _n_ _ n
NWIC WLG BEACH (128) 2.3 11.7 21.9 64.1 0.0
NRNC NEDPKIS (74) 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
"AM NAPLES (15) 13.3 66.7 20.0 .0, 0.0
NOW NEWPORT (65) 29.2 53.9 16.9 0.0 0.0
N C NEW W14DON (70) 0.0 2.9 18.6 76.6 0.0
N1C OAKLAND (97) 1.0 97.9 1.0 0.0 0.0-
NU4C ORLANDO (27) 7.4 29.6 63.0 0.0 0.0
NAVROSP PAX RIVER (18) 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NAW4C PESACOA (L3S) 4.4 95.6 0. 0Q 0..
NN6C PHILADELPHIA (25) 0.0 16.0 84.0 0.0 0.0
NAVHOSP PORT WME (81) 18.5 63.0 18.5 0.0 0.0
NMRC PORTSMOUTH 142) 0.o 9.5 0.0 90.5 0 0a
NAVNOSP ROTA (15) 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NJUC SAN DIEMO (327) 12.2 87.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
NK1CLIIC SEATTLE (41 25.0 75.0 o.o 0.0 0.0
NAVl90OP SUBIC SAY (35) 14.3 28.6 57.1 0.0 0.0
US NAVAL ACrVI'Zi,

uK., LOW , USCIAND (3) 33.3 66,7 0.0 0.0 0.0
US NAVAL FACILIT. AIMVTI.A,

WN MINDLA'D. CANADA (1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
NAVIOSP WHIZBY ISLAD (17) 0.o 0 n-n n_n__ n_n
OW TO SUKA (3) 33.3 66.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
NAVAL AIR STATroNS (34) 5.9 82.4 11.8 0.0 0.0
*TM NAVY oCXOS (25) 4.0 96.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

mulftlM (738) 4.1 42.7 16.0 37.3 0.0
NAvNoW SSzPM (26) 3.6 79.6 17.9 0.0 0.0
Nilc Cuw zaj1ZU (299) 1.7 50.2 3.3 44.8 0.0
NIM CAW PXMMuWr,, (117 0.0 9.4 ,.9 69.7 0.o
NAVUO S e c o= (44i 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
unc oKumM (14) 21.4 5o.0 26.6 0.0 0.0

mic gmCiWrZo0 (113) 16.6 21.2 62.0 0.0 2,9
29 PALUS, CA (69) 0.0 79.7 1.5 18.8 0.0
max= CD Alit WM 8(0) 3.6 1.9 50.9 43.4 0.0

m a mmm zmao () 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

m (06) 2. o4o 2 A2 0.0 0.
WZM MAMSAIW(37) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 a.

SO~mrmAtIa0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.-3.2-



The distribution of incident types for each reporting facility is

quite interesting (see Table 1-5). In particular, one wonders why the

distributions should vary so much, and whether this reflects actual incidence

of the three incident types, or whether there is differential reporting.

Purther analysis of a demographic sort would provide a first step in under-

standing these issues.

4i
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TABLE 1-5

REPORTING FACILITY BY INCIDENT TYPE
(PEIENT)

REPORTIN FACILITY (I of CHILD ABUSE/ SPOUSE SEXUAL
Reports) NEGLECT ABUSE ASSAULT/RAPE

A-vy (2876) 33.1% 63.6% 1.3%
NTWCLINIC ANNAPOLIS (1) 0.0 100.0 0.o
N IC BETHESDA (75) 18.7 66.7 14.7
MAW DRVWIKN (109) 56.9 .3
NRMC CHWAPLES7VN (200) 14.5 77.5 8.0

NRMC CRPUS CHRISTI (45) 31.1 60.0 8.9
mw GREAT LAKES (16e) 31.0 67.3 1.8
NR'MC GEAM (174) 36.6 60.9 2.3
.AVHOSP GUANTANAMO (10) 50.0 50.0 0.0
NRMmCUI.XC HAWAII (451) 18. .1.6 0.0
NR3AC JACKSONVILLE (385) 40.3 59.5 0.3
NAVHOSP KEY WEST (14) 35.7 57.1 7.1
NAVHOSP LE)MiM 13) 100.0 0.0 0.0
NPC LOm; BEAC- (128) 32.8 65.6 1.6
NIRC X4P[MIS (74) 21.6 73.0 5.4

NRMlC NAPLES (151 60.0 40.0 0.0
MC NEWPORT (65) 44.6 53.9 1.5

'SMC NEW LONDON (70) 28.6 71.4 0.0
tENK OAKLAND t97) 53.6i 39.2 7.2
NRMC ORLANDO (27) 14.8 81.5 3.7
NAVROSP PAX RIVER (18) 0.0 100.0 0.0
NARMC PENSACOLA (115) 42.2 53.3 4.4
NVRII PHILADELPHIA (25) 8.0 88.0 4.0
NAVHOSP PORT HUENEME (81) 48.2 46.9 4.9
NWC PORTSMOUTH (42) 76.2 21.4 2.4
NAV)OSP NOTA (15) 33.3 66.7 U.0
NiMC SAN DIEGO (327) 42.8 51.4 5.8
NR14CLINIC SEATTLE (4) 50.0 50.0 0.0
NAVHOSP SUBIC SAY (35) 17.1 82.9 0.0
US NAVAL ACrIVrTIES.
UK, LO". ENGLAND (3) 66.7 33.3 0.0

US NAVAL rACILITY, AJR=TIA.
NEW PF1NDLAND, CANADA (1) 100.0 0.0 0.0

NAVHOSP WIMtDBY ISLAND 171 35.3 64.7 0.0
Nm.C YOKOSUKA (3) 33.3 6.7 0.0
NAVAL AIR STATIONS (34) 23.5 73.5 2.9
OTHER NAVY LOATIOS (251 60.0 40.0 0.0

MAJtINES (7381) 25.3 72.2 2.4
NAYNOOP SEAAJFORT (20) 3.6 69.3 7.1
aum cmw zLIi (299) 26.4 73.2 0.3
-. cM CAP VfIDZM (117) 24.6 70.1 5.1
NAVUMO OMr lOIN (44) 29.6 63.6 6.6
Nor II iuuV (14) .5.7 S7.1 7.1
muscz.mzc O)AUTI= (113)- 23.9 76.1 0.0
29 PVAI. CA (69) 34.6 58.0 7.3
NARI ON11S AZiR ITATIIS (53) 15.1 64.9 0.0
omwu aM m zcma (1) 100.0 0.0 0.0

___ (") iLa2-o9
aWIcYlm r Aui mAm (37) 100.0 0.0 0.0

FAWADV M ARAI a MauusZ 9  10.0 0.0 0.0
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Finally. Table 1-6 examines report dispositions -- whether reports

were indicated as suspected or established. The reader should be aware that

this information cae from three different places, and that priorities were

established regarding how a report should be coded. First, certain form

types (types 1, 2. and 3) are labeled as either suspected or established

form types; if no other information contradicted this, the form type label

was used to define case disposition. Second, form type 4 includes a place

for the reporter to chock off either suspected or established; again. if no

other information contradicted this, this item was used to define case

disposition. Finally, upon central review by the Nay-y, some reports included

a handwritten disposition and date at the top of the form, if this hand-

written disposition contradicted either of the above designated dispositions.

it was chosen as the report disposition for this data base. The reasoning

behind this decision was that the handwritten disposition was added at a

later date. presumably after additianl information became availables it

represented a recognition that, for Ieaple, a case previously thought to be

suspected vas now viewed as established.

As Table 1-6 indicates, there is wide variation in disposition amonq

reporting facilities. If the Navy feels that this is an important variable,

further analysis would be useful in explicating thes findings.

-is
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PORTIG FACXXIT BY ORT DZSPOSITIO
(PKRCMIT)

REPORTING FACXLIT (0 of ports) SUSPECZD ZSTABLISHED

NAVY (2876) 79.2% 20.8%
MCLIMIC ANNAOL S (1) 100.0 0.0

NII ZTHESDA (75) 28.0 72.0
Na SflmZWqVW (109) 94.5 5.5
iMC OCAsRM (200) 99.5 0.5
NRW CORPUS CHRISTI (45) 73.3 '6.7

wMC GRAT LAK8 (166) 95.8 4.2iMC GUAM (174) 100.0 0.0
KAVNOSp GuAwrAMAMO (10) 50.0 50.0

NM CLNIC AMWAII (451) 87.8 12.2
JCsOMvIL (3895) 60.3 39.7

NAVNOWSP KEY WEST (14) 78.6 21.4
MAVNOsP 1DMORE (3) 33.3 66.7
NNIC UG 3ZAC14 (128) 32.0 68.0
XNC ,NEP IS (74) 100.0 0.0
NW NAPIZS (15) 66.7 33.3
ow WBWPOM (6 5) 53.9 46.2w"c too" (70) 59.4 40.6

WMIc OA (97) 97.9 2.1MW OP AX (2 7) 33.3 66.7
NA OP VA r (16) 100.0 0.0
u~AYM POSAtMrIA (135) 97.0 ..... 0_
NC PKILADLHIA (25) 52.0 48.0
sVn icOa m uiume (81) 70.4 29.6
l NNOW PoN (42) 51.2 48.8, VwHOsP ri (15) 0no.0 0.0

XMW SAN DtZQO (327) 8.1 11.9~ ~ I a&?"mz m (4) .... 72.0 25.0
NAIAVIOS? MSIC SiT (35) 28.6 71.4
US NAVAL AenvT sI,

(IL, WISO c 3UGZAW (3) .733.3
US NAVAL MCLMZb . AMIA,

M3W rUDLIAND, CMW (1) 0.0 0.0
MY M? z~MEW ZSM (17) -1_ .0 0.0
O TOMOMA (3) ".7 33.3

NAVAL AIR MTAUCUS (34) 91.2 8.801133 MAW L, oTzo (25) ... , .o. 4.o0..

NNEE (730) 6 37.0
shmAVO SNMW1 (26) 32117.9m M CAM &33 (29) 76.6 23.4
NUIS go (117) 47.0 1.O
,MP 0 i 901 (44) 100.0 0.0
sm . ine (14) 57.1 42.9

aM ,aQt I 11 3. 60.2
ru 3m, CR MI Sa. 17.4

COWS MR (3) 5.7 1.3

mmgl i i /m 1) x.. e.

im vms w (27) - --
MU Vm MR I*=9 --



In sun, it Is evident that the reports sent into the Central Registry

from various reporting facilities vary a great deal in their basic charac-

teristics. Of course, one would not expect complete uniformity due to a

number of factors -- demographic differences, in particular. However, the

Navy may have anticipated somewhat greater similarities. To the extent that

the Navy has specific questions about reporting facility characteristics,

additional analyses could be done.

Id
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CHAPTER II

ANALYSIS or CHILD AsUSE/NEGLECT REPORTS

There are a total of 1,204 reports of child abuse/neqlect in the

c'entral Reqistry data file, comprisinq one-third of the data base. Sixty

percent of these reports come from 1981, and 40 percent from 1982. About

half of the reports are recorded on form type 2 -- a "suspected" form type,

and nearly one-third come from form type 1 -- an "established" form type

(see Table 1I-1). Given the modifications in report dispouition made by

central review by the Navy, exactly one-third of the reports were indicated

as established, and two-thirds as suspected.

TABLE 11-1

Pow5 TY Pt

(M-1204)

rorm Mee Percent

1 29.1

2 51.0

3 0.0

4 14.4

5 5.6

Vict"Ow 0iareciristic

As in typical of child abue/neqiect reports in qeneral. half of the

victims re mle (49.5 peroent) and halt are fmale (50.5 percent). The

mdian a" of victim is 2.6 years, an age signifioently lower than the

nationaly reported averag. of about 7.3 yeer. About four-fifth, of the
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victims are white, one-tenth black, and the remainder of other races (see

Table 11-2). These demographic characteristics of victims will be comsparel

to the demographic characteristics of all Navy dependent children in a

later report.

i
TABLE 11-2

RACE OF VICTIM

(N-478)

Percent

White 81.2

Black 11.9

Other 6.9

sponsor Characterist ics

Sponsor information is not available on form type 2 and has not yet

ben coded from form type 5, so the information in this section c s from

form types I and 4 only (523 cases). Ninety-four percent of the sponsors are.

male, and their median age is 26.6 years. Ninety-two percent are currently

married, seven percent are divorced or separated, and less than one percent

each are single and widowed. By definition, the sponsor is a parent to the

victim child, and 61 percent are natural parents. 17 percent step-parents, and

4.1I percent adoptive parents. The racial composition of this group parallels

that of victim (see Table 11-3).

4.
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TABILE 11-3

RACE OF SPONSOR

(N-324)

Percent

White 83.6

Black 1C.5

Other 5.9

It is noteworthy that the sponsor was indicated as the abuser in 53

percent of the cases. ;ive, the way the forms were structured, it was likely

that only one abuser would be indicated even though there may have indeed

been more than on* person responsible for the reported abus./neqlect. Thus,

one should assu that the sponsor was the primary abuser in half of the

cases, but that this may be an underestimate of the sponsor's actual involvemc-ri

Three percent of all sponsors are retired military personnel. Of the 97

percent in active status, 69 percent are Navy personnel while 31 percent are

in the Marines. Table 11-4 displays the rate/grade distribution of all

sponsors. Note that over 70 percent are petty officers (mostly at the E-4,

E-5, or 1-6 grades) and that 24 percent are at general apprenticeship rates

(the majority at the Z-3 grade).
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TABLE 11-4

RAT'E/GRA" Or SPOUBOR

(N-299)

Percent

General Appremticeship T otal 24.1

E- 1 1.3

r- 2 s.4

E- I 17.4

Petty Officers -Total 71.6

E-4 20.1

E-5 23.4

E-6 17.7

Z-7 8.0

Rt-8 2.3

E-9 0.0

W0arrant officers -Total' 0.3

Camissioned Officers - Total@ 4C0

*The numbenr of cases falling into this category is too small
to permit finer breakdown.



Abuser Characteristics

This section describes those persons indicated as abusers in the

Central I"istry, but it should be remembered that in many cases, the actual

individuals described here are also sponsors. Sixty-four percent of the

abusers are male, and their median age is 25.5 years. The racial compos.tion

of this group parallels that of victims and sponsors (see Table 11-5).

Concerning relationship to victim, there are fewer parent-child relationships

(and fever natural parent-natural child relationships) than for sponsor to

victim relationships, but still parents are disproportionately indicated as

abusers (see Table I1-6).

TABLE II-S

RACE o ABUSER

(M-431)

Percent

White 81.7

Black 12.5

Other 5.8

I-3

4,

~ K
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TABLE 11-6

RE ATIONSHIP OF ABUSER T0 VICTIM*

Percent

Parent 88.0

Natural Parent 72.5

Step Parent 16.2

Adoptive Parent 0.9

Other Relative 1.2

Non-ReLative 9.4

Tvacher 0.3

Babys i ter 2.9

Neighbor/friend of family 4.6

Other 1.5

Unknown to Victim 0.1

*The percentages for major categories are based on 1,111
reports fram all form types. The percentages for sub-
categories are based on 345 reports of form type 1. Because
they con from different distributions, the sub-cateqories
may not add up precisely to the total percent for the category.

--
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Sixty-two percent of all abusers are of active military status and

an additional 4 percent are retired ilitary personnel. Of those currently

active, 71 percent are Navy personnel and 28 percent Marines. Their rate/qrade

distribution is indicated in Table ri-7. Note that this distribution fairly

closely parallels that of sponsors.

i -24-



TALE 1I-7

RATE/.RAD OP ADUSZ

(W-309)

percent

Creneral / i>rgnticeshl - Tota.l 20.4

2.3
E-2

4.9
9-2

73.3

17.2
E-4

23.3

23.0
E-6

8.7
Z-7

1.3
E-6

Z-9J

Warrant Officer -Totsl 
0.7

c ss, 4T Officers - otal* 5.9

Ieo number of C4ses falling into Utis category is too small to

permit finer bro0kd'.
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Case Information

Cild abuse reports made to the Navy are of a variety of types, with

4ust over half being reports of physical abuse; neglect reports constitute

just over one-quarter, and sexual assault reports about 15 percent (see

Table 11-8). This contrasts with national reportinq in the civilian ccunity

in which neglect reports far outn%ber abuse reports, and it reflects the

Navy's primary characterization of the phenomena of child abuse and neglect
-4

an medical problems.

TABLE 11-8

TYPE OP REPORT - AS REPORTED IM NAVY
(N- 1143) i

Percent

Physical abuse 54.7

Sexual assault/abuse 15.3

Rape o.7

Etional/psychological abuse

Neglect 27.8

Nkmicide/fatality 0.1

Unspecified/other 0.5

Actual maltreatment sustained by the victim was also coded from narrative

sections on the forms this data represents information determined from the

Navy investigation of the report, is more detailed than the general report

type, and may include more than one type of maltreatment. However. as

indioated in ?able 11-9, this independent indicator of child maltreatment

very closely matchess the type of report. (note that the category of threatening

behavior will be discussed in Chapter III since it ts m r relevent to the
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sublect of spouse abuse.) There was a total of 10 fatalities identified in

this process.

TABLE 11-9

TYPE or K&LThF.AThKI

(NA-1070)

Per cen t

No maltreatment indicated 1.5

Threatening behavior 3.9

Physical maltreatment 52.6

Sexual maltreatment 16.4

Deprivation of necessities 30.6

Ymotional maltreatment 1.7

*May sum to greater than l00t because more than one
maltreatment ay have been indicated.

Source of report to medical authorities is indicated in Table 11-10.

Note that the most frequent source of referral is self-referral (including

sponsor and sponsor spouse). but that nearly one-third of the cases have an

other" source of report. Also note that percentages of social service and

medical personnel reports are underestimates because they did not appear as

choices on each form types som of these are undoubtedly included in the

O other" category. Although this table is not as informative as one would like,

it is presented to maie the point that form design is a critical part of the

*information collection process and that vithout clear and careheasive lists

of coding catearie", data will be les then fully infotuatiwe.
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ITABLE 11-10

SOUiRc Or RPORT TO NDZICAL AUTMOPITIES

("-6%)

Percent

Civilian police 3.3

Military police/security 12.4

Social service 6 .6a

Self-referred 35.1

Medical personnel 10. 9 b

Other 31.8

a) This cateqory was indicated on form type I only, and
social service sources from form type 2 are included as "other."
b) This category as included on form type 2 only, and
medical sources from form type I are included as "other."

based on form type 4 only, Table 11-11 contains another kind of referral

information, how information was brouqht to the rAR. Given the categories

to select from, pediatric clinic and social service persomel were the mot

frequent sources of referral. Clearly, the differences betweM these two

tables suggest the need to determine in advance the kind of information

needed, and then to spell it out clearly in form design.

p
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TABLE 11-11

()F H4ErOPT l141 FAR

Percent

civilian police 5.5

Military police/security 
9.2

Civilian social services 12.1

SInMor k,. 7

Sponsor spouse 7.9

sponsor's command 2.4

Fxeirqerl-y room 6.1

Pediatric clinic 23.8

Inpatient medical service 2.4

Alcohol treatment facility 1.2

Outpatient services 4.)

military social services 1.0

AnonyWous caller 
0.6

School 
2.4

Family friend 1.8

Neighbor 4.3

Child care center 1.8

Babysitter 1.8

Other 
1.8

- -
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Family stress factors -- underlying conditions which wore perceived by the

reporter to produce tension, stream, and problems -- were also coded from

narrative responses on the forms. (In addition, stress factors were taken

frou the precoded lists of family stress factors on form type 4.) In total,

at least one stress factor was identified in 43 percent of the cases, but

the absence of such factors may be due either to their absence in the family

or to the reporter's failure to indicate them. (Reporters were asked to

suawrize incidents, and very often, this included a description of under-

lying conditions; howver, it was not clearly spelled out that such conditions

must be listed.) Table 11-12 is based on the total of all reports (except

form type 5), and thus represents a conservative estimate of the proportion

of cases in which stress factors are present. Family interaction factors

were indicated in one-third of the cases, with the majority of these being

instances of history of family violence (previous instances of abuse). Alcohol/

drug problems were evident in nearly 10 percent of the cases. It had been

expected that job problems related to the specific characteristics of

military life would create stresses in many families, but such indications

are minimal. In sun, these estimates of stress factors are suggestive, but

the mthodoloqy employed of necessity underestimates actual stresses in

families. It is comon on many state Chuld Protective Services reporting

forms to include a pro-coded list of stress factors to be checked off by

the social worker, and such a procedure may be appropriate for the Navy as

well. If these findings are thought to be useful, future form revision in

the Navy might include a list such as the one an foms type 4.
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TABZJ 11 I-12

FAMI LY STRESS FACIJRN

(N-1137)

Percent
Health. tr o b}_.=,_- total I S.?

-Alcoh(Il/druq abuse or dependency 9.1

-. ther health p)robler 4.8

Econ m c_ or_ _LhXy__a __ivInI
a}t uatJon jrob lems- total -2.9

-Assiqnmet/relocation problems 1.2

-Separation of husbatid/wife due to job 1.1

-Other job Htrecses 0.

-(ther -corwmic or physical 1 ivinq 5.2
situation problems

F aaIly interaction problems - total 34.2

-lnralpropriatv methods of discipline 5.1

-arital problems 4.0

-History of family violence 20.5

-Other family interaction problems 6.4
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Finally, we turn to the subject of system responses to the reports.

Again, these were coded from narratives on the forms, and some information

was available on 98 percent of the forms. The information in Table 11-13

is based on this total only. It should be noted that attempts were made to

determine whether actions taken (or to be taken) were done by the Navy or by

civilian agencies. but if it could not be determined, actions were listed

as of unspecified origin. In suwsary, 14 percent of the cases involved

court/disciplinary/legal action (excludinq notifying the comanding officer),

40 percent were served by iinodiate or short-term crisis services, and

nearly two-thirds were served by long-term/support services. (Exales of

short-term crisis services are: emergency medical care and emergency

placement. Examples of support services are: ongoing counseling, referral

for alcohol treatment, fouter cars, and parenting education.) It is

particularly noteworthy that in nearly half the cases, the Navy notified

civilian authorities about the case (either Child Protective Services or

the police). Combining these cases with cases in which civilian agencies

provided services or were involved in legal action, civilian agencies were

involved in 76 percent of all cases known to the Navy. The reporter indicated

that he involved a Family Service Center in only 4 percent of the cases.

Coded from narrative responses, the reporter notified or recoended notifi-

cation of the comanding officer in 9 percent of the cases; this occurred in

13 percent of the cases in which the abuser was a military person. However,

an form type I where there is an opportunity to check off whether or not the

00 should be notified, this was answered in the affirmative in 40 percent

of the cases. Moreover, when examininq only thoee cases from form type I

in which the abuser was a military person, the CO was notified 52 Percent of

the tim. Again, the way a question in worded -- or whether it i asked at all --
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determines the conclusions one can draw from reporting data. Finally.

though not indicated in Table 11-13, the narratives indicated that in most

of the remaining cames a medical examination or other investiqation was

done, and options were outlined for the family.
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II
CHAPTER I I I

ANALYSIS OF SPOUSE ABUSE REPORTS

There are a total of 2,363 reports of spouse abuse in the Central

Reqistry data file, comprisinq 64 percent of the data base. These are

relatively evenly split between the years, with 46 percent of the reports

from 1981 and 54 percent from 1982. Reports coms predominately from form

type (nee Table 111-1). Reflecting this heavy representation from the

"Suspected Abuse/Neglect/Sexual Assault and Rape Report" form type, over

three-quarters (79 percent) of the reports remained labeled as suspected

spouse abuse, even after modifications were made by Navy central review.

TABLE II-1

P 4 TYPE

(N-2363)

Form Percent

1 0.0

2 71.4

3 17.3

4 11.4

5 0.0

Victim Characteristics

It is not a surprising finding that nearly all (M percent) of the

spouse abus victim are female. Although moot of these victims are dependent
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military spouses, 15 percent are themselves active military members. Of

these. 46 percent are at the general apprenticeship level, 52 percent at

the petty officer level, and only 2 percent warrant officers and above. Their

median age is 24.8 years, and the majority of victims are white (see Table 111-2).

TABLE 111-2

RACE OF VICTIM

(N-647)

Percent

White 58.1

Black 29.1

Other 12.8

Sponsor Characteristics

Sponsor information in not available on form type 2, and the information

in this section comes from the subset of 677 spouse abuse cases recorded on

form typos 3 and 4. Sponsor@ are nearly all male (97 percent), with a

median age of 24.6 years. The racial compoeition of this group parallels

that of victim (see Table 111-3). Sponsors were the victim of spouse abuse

in 7 percent of the cases, and the abusers in 93 percent of the cases.



TAB IZ 111-3

RACE OF SPONSOR

(W,624)

Percent

White 60.4

Black 32.4

Other 7.2

Eight percent of all sponsors are retired military personnel. Of the

92 percent in active status, 49 percent are Navy personnel while 51 percent

are in the Marines. .he distribution of rate/grades for sponsors in active

stAtus is contained in Table 111-4.

-37
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TABLE 111-4

RATE/GRADE Or SPONSOR

(M.375)

Percent

General Apprenticeship - Total 30.4

E-1 3.2

E-2 8.5

E-3 18.7

Petty Officers - Total 65.6

z-4 18.4

E-5 25.6

E--6 14.4

E-7 6.1

E-8 1.1

C-9

Warrant Officers - Total' 0.3

Commissioned Officer. - Total' 3.7

Orw number of cames fallinq into this cate*ory is too mall
to permit finer breakdown.
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Abuser Characteristics

Some abuser information is based on form types 2, 3, and 4, but other

information comes only from the subset of 677 spouse abuse cases from form

types 3 and 4. In the latter case, abuser and sponsor information will be

almost identical, given that they cow from the same subset of forms and that

nearly all sponsors are also abusers. However, the information is all presented

in this section for easy reference.

Abusers are nearly all male (96 percent), with a median aqe of 24.8 years.

The racial coaqwosition .a indicated in Table IZI-5.

TABLE 111-5

RAE Or ABUSER

(M-640)

Percent

White 59.5

Black 32.7

Other 7.8

most (88 percent) of the abusers in spouse abuse cases are of active

ilitary status, and an additional 7 percent are retired military persons.

Of thoeo in active duty, a majority -- 51 percent -- are Marines, while 49

percent are in the Navy. Table 111-6 sumarizaa their military rate/qrades.
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TABLE II-6

RATE/GPADE Or ABUSER

(N-I1120)

Percent

General Apprenticeship - Total 27.6

E-I 2.6

E-2 5.8

E-3 19.2

Potty Officers - Total 69.1

E-4 19.3

-5 28.3

E-6 14.3

E-7 5.4

E-8 1.7

E-9 0.1

Warrant Officers - Total* 0.4

Cmissioned Officers - Total* 2.9

The number of cases falling into this category is too small

to permit finer breakdown.
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Case Information

Unlike the child abuse data base, nearly all reports of spouse abuse

made to the Navy are recorded as reports of physical abuse (97 percent). Only

2 percent of the reports are labeled as emotional/psychological abuse, and

less than 1 percent each of the reports are labeled sexual assault/abuse,

rape, or neqlect. In the absence of more comprehensive and universal legal

definitions of spouse abuse (as exist for child abuse/neglect), this finding

indeed reflects what is commonly perceived as spouse abuse -- the physical

beating or maltreatment of one spouse by another.

Actual maltreatment sustained by the victim was coded from narrative

sections on the form, as discussed in Chapter II. Table 111-7 summarizes

the types of maltreatment foumd for cases of spouse abuse. Note that in about

one-third of the cases, the most serious maltreatment found was threatening

behavior -- an action in which a threat was made that could have resulted in

physical harm, such as brandishing a weapon. throwing objects, or pushing or

shoving the victim. Physical maltreatment was indicated in two-thirds of the

cases -- actions in which a more serious physical act occurred, such as

kicking, beating, or punching in the head, or any action which actually

resulted in a physical injury. (There was one fatality indicated.) It is

noteworthy that these coding categories were developed expressly for this

investigation and do not match any definitions previously established by the

Navy. In fact, it suggests the need to expand upon existing definitions of

abuse (such a those in Section I of BUEDINST 6320.57) to more adequately

cover the subject of spouse abuse. Threatening behavior should indeed be

included as a reportable condition of spouse abuse, but this needs to be

differentiated from actual physical maltreatment, on the am hand, and mere

verbal argment in which there is no victim or abuser, on the other.
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TABLE I1-7

TYPE OP MALTRUATVT

(N-2062)

Percent

No maltreatment indicated 0.8

Threatening behavior 32.2

Physical maltreatment 66.1

Sexual maltreatment 0.7

Deprivation of necessities 0.4

Emotional maltreatment 1.4

*May sun to greater than 100% because more than one
maltreatment may have been indicated.

Source of report to medical authorities is indicated in Table 1I-81

this information comes from form types 2 and 3. Clearly, the most comon

source Ls self-referral (58 percent) which includes reports made by either

the sponsor or the sponsor spouse. ilitary police/security made referrals

in about 20 percent of the cases, and medical personnel in nearly 10 percent.

TAM= Ill-

O SOU Or MZRT 7 WDICAL AU17OlTI3S

(N. 1777)

Civilian police 4.5

Military polioe/security 21.3

Self-referred 58.1

NMdical personnel 9.2

Other 7.0
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For*o type 4 contains another type of information, how information

wa broaqht to the FAR (see Table 111-9). Given the available options to

choose frm, the emergency room was listed as takinq information to the

rAR in 40 percent of the cases, followed by military police/security in

25 percent, amd sponsor/sponsor spouse in 12 percent. As indicated in

Chapter II, the wide variability between these two indicators suqests the

need to determine exactly what kind of information is needed for manaqement

purposes, and then spell it out clearly in form design.
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TABL ti1-9

SOURCE OF REPORT TO FrAl

(N-260)

Percent

Civilian police 
2.3

Military police/security 
25.4

Civilian social services 0.4

sponsor 
1.2

Sponsor spouse 
11.2

Sponsor's comand 2.3

Eaerqency room 40.4

Pediatric clinic 
0.9

Inpatient medical service 1.9

Alcohol treatment facility 
3.1

Outpatient services 6.2

Military social services 2.3

Family friend 
0.4

LAGal officer 
0.8

Chaplain 
1.5

i
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Family stress factors were also coded from narrative responses on the

forms, and at leaat one stress factor was identified in 46 percent of the

cases. However, as described previously, the absence of such factors may be

due either to their absence in the family or to the reporter's failure to

indicate them. Table 111-10 is based on the total of all reports, and thus

represents a conservative estimate of the proportion of cases in which streug

factors are present. FoIly interaction factors were indicated in over a

third of the cases, with nearly one-quarter showing a history of family

violence (previous instances of abuse). Alcohol/drug problems were recorded

in over 10 percent of the cases. As was also suqqested for child abuse ca:e.,

it had been thought that job problems related to the specific characteristic..

of military life would create stresses in many families, but again such

indications were very rare. Zn sum, these estimates of stress factors are

suggestive only, and if the Navy feels these findings are useful, the inclus,.'I

of a pro-coded list of stress factors (such as the list on form type 4) may

be appropriate.
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I TASIXE 111-10

AFNIILY STHF-; FACY)ORS

(N-23(1)

'e rky (-e )

1ie~~t~~ru~tus -total i.

-Alcohol/druq abuse or lep rwiency 1.H

-other health problems 1.2

F-otvaic or physical living

viituatioi roblems - total 5). 1

-A siqnment/rel'at ion p'roblem. 1.1

-;epration of husband/wife due tto ]ol, '. 1

other )o& stresses U. f.

-other econamic ot, jhyrica1 livin,| 1. U

iiituat ion problms_

kamQj. nteract i on oblms - total }, ',

-Inappropriate methods of discipline 1.2

-Naritl problems 12. 3

-Iiistory of family violence 24.1

-Other family interaction problems i



An interesting result occurs when the subject of alcohol/drug use is

considered. In addition to the narrative coding, there are a total of nine

pro-coded questions related to alcohol/drug use as a factor in the spouse

abuse coming from the various form types. (Table A-4 in the appendix

summarizes these indicators.) A composite measure was created from all of

these, indicating whether alcohol/drus were mentioned at all as a factor

the case. On this measure, 42 kercent of the reports indicated the affir, Mt,

That is, in over two-fifths of the spouse abuse reports made, alcohol/druq

use was thought to be a factor in the case. Furthermore, mst of these

instances were cases of the abuser, not the abus d, using alcohol. Surely,

Spoli:y implications can be drawn from these findings about the role of

alcohol/rug abuse in family violence.

Finally, we turn to the subject of system responses to the report; aq4a.r.

these were coded from narratives on the forms, and some information was avai'

able on 97 percent of the forms. The information in .'able III-11 is based

on this total only. In summary. 5 percent of the cases involved court/

disciplinary/legal action (excluding notifying the commanding officer), over

a third were served by immediate or short-term crisis services, and nearly f,

percent were served by long-term or support services. (Examples of short-terI

services are: emergency medical care and referral to battered women's shelt,

Examples of support services are: long-torm counseling and referral for

alcohol treatment.) It is particularly noteworthy that the Navy provided the

vast majority of services, perhaps reflectinq the abeence of available civilka

resources, and that they notified civilian authorities in only about 5 percent

of the cases. In zact, adding together all types of civilian involvement.

civilian* were involved in only 16 percent of the spomse abuse cases. It

should also be noted that in over 10 percent of the cases, the individual
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involved took some action to remedy the situation himself/herself, such as

seekinq a divorce. Family Service Centers were involved in 11 percent of

the cases. Commanding officers were notified in 10 percent of the cases,

regardless of whether the abuser was indicated as military. Finally, in

most of the remaininq reports, at minimum the case was investiqated, and

options were outlined for the victim and/or abuser.
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lI~ _iiato or_ hort-term ri.i% ervces -all 14.

Navy 23..'

Navy 4E. 0(

-L A fIIn 17.'

M~icllaout re

Involved person took action to
rtmedy situation 12. 1

Civilian authorities notified by Navy 4.7

),oly Service ('enter otifted or

already Involved In case 10.8



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT REPORTS

There are a total of 113 sexual assault reports, or only 3 percent

of the data bass. Giver the qeneral underrepresentation of reports from the

latter part of 1982, it in particularly noteworthy that only 36 percent of

sexual assault reports are from 1981, and nearly two-thirds are from 1982.

It is highly unlikely that the incidence of sexual assault doubled between

the two years, and it is probable that the finding reflects an increased

attention the Navy is giving the problem. Nearly all the reports come frov

form type 2 (see Table IV-1) -- a "suspected* form typel reflecting this fact,

even after possible modifications by Navy central review, 96 percent remair.ed

labeled as suspected. Perhaps this raises the question of what constitutes

"established" sexual assault, and whether criteria should be determined so

that more cases ay be established. Because this subset of the data base is

so mall and because form type 2 is less inclusive than the others, less

information is available for the analysis of sexual assault. For example,

there is no sponsor information.
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TAOLF~ IV-l

POF9 TYPE

(M-113)

FormManPe rcent

1 0.0

2 92.0

3 0.9

4 7.1

5 0.0

Victim Characteristics

As in true for spouse &buse as well, the vast mjority of sexual assault

victim are female (92 percent). However, it is significant that as many as

8 percent art sale. and the Navy might want to consider whether different

investigatory and service procedures are needed for these cases. The median

aqe of victi~m is 20.2 years and 22 percent of the victimas are under 18 years

of age. Again, there may be special considerations for dealing with these

younger victims. Interestingly, while a small percentage of spouse abuse

victims are military persons (only 14 percent), nearly half of all sexual

assoault/rap victims (49 percent) are active military persons. For the 27

victims for which information is available, 74 percent are at the general

4 apprentioeship level and the reminder are petty officers.

j4W

An"Ier 0iaWct~riftics

Perhaps the moet significant findingq pertaining to abusers in sexual

assult/rape cases is that 79 percent of the abusers are unknown to the victims

end the remilog 21 peroest are classified as acm-rlatives (but known to
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victims). Thus, it would seem that these two different situations would

necessitate different prevention and treatment considerations.

Because so many abusers were unknown persons and presumably because

many of them were not apprehended, information on abusers is fairly limited.

We do know that for the two-thirds of the cases in which information is

available, all of the abusers are male. Age information is limited to only

21 cases, and the median age is 23.0 years. Pot the 36 cases where information

is available, 61 percent of the abusers are known to be active military men;

there are none of retired military status.

rase Information

Fifty-two percent of thec. cases are reported as sexual assault reports

and 46 percent as rape reports. When maltreatmonts were coded from narrative

questions, the type of maltreatment reflects this finding. As Table IV-2

indicates, nearly all maltreatments indicated are sexual. In fact, one

,ual;cts there was scum physical abuse as well, but either these were not

recorded as relevant or not identified during the coding process. There are

no known fatalities coming from this group.

-
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TABLE IV-2

TYPE Or MALTREATMP0T °

(H- 112)

Percent

No maltreatment indicated 0.9

Threatening behavior 0.9

Physical maltzeatment 3.6

Sexual maltreatment 97.3

Deprivation of necessities 0.0

Emotional maltreatment 0.0

*1ay um to greater than 100% because more than one

maltreatment may have been indicated.

The majority of reports were self-referred to medical authorities, but

over a quarter came from civilian or military police. (See Table IV-3.)

Stress factors vern not identified by the reporter for obvious reasons, and

there is minimal information on alcohol involvment. Twenty percent of the

victims were using alcohol/drugs at the time of the assault, and for those few

cases in which information was available (only 35 cases), 46 percent of the

ab sers were involved in alcohol or drug use.
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TABLE XV-3

ScOipCE Or REPORT To ISDXChL AUTHORITIEs

(M-82)

Percent

Civilian police 15.9

military police/security 12.2

Self-referred 53.7

Medical personnel 7.3

Other 11.1

Turning to system responses, 6 percent of the cases involved court/

disciplinary/legal action, 47 percent involved iinediat. or short-term

crisiks services. and long-term or support services weto provided ini 51 percent

of the cases (see Table XV-4). It is noteworthy that sexual assault cases

received more crisis services and fewer long-term services than either child

or spouse abuse cases. This undoubtedly reflects the crisis nature of the

rape/sexual assaults howver, there may well be greater need for follow-up

services than is currently recognised. Civilian agencies were involved

relatively less in sexual assault cases than in child abuse cases.* but

4q

relatively more than in spouse abuse cases. in nearly a quarter of the cases,

civilian authorities were notified by the Navy, and in 41 percent of the

f. cases, they were involved in sae y. Gives the fact that =at abusers are

unknown to the victim and thus to the repogter, =ndinq officers were

notified in only 5 percent of the osees.
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TAB LZ tV-4

SYSTIE RESPONSES

(1- 110) +

4 Percent

Coirt<discial action - all 6.4

Navy 1.8

Civilian 2.7

Unspecified 1.8

Immediate or short-term crisis services - all 47.3

Navy 31.8

Cvi lian 10.0

Unspeci fled 12.7

Lonq-torw or support services - all 50.9

Navy 31.8

Civilian 8.2

Unsiecified 20,0

Misce llaneous responses

Involved person took action to

remedy situation 0.9

Civilian authoritles notified by navy 23.6

Pamily Servioe Center notified or

already Involved in case 2.7

-Is



CHAPTER V

SMIARY ANALYSIS OP FAMILY ADVOCACY PRA ANM REPORTS

This chapter examines characteristics of the entire Central Registry

data bass. Its intent is to highlight general information that should be

of manaqement interest. and to point out siqnificant differences aag the

different incident types. It is divided into throe sections: sponsor

characteriatics, abuser characteristics, and system responses.

San sor Characteri st ice

Wo Are the sponsors -- whether abuser, or victim. or neither -- whose

families face problems that involve them in the Family Advocacy Program?

iegaMdless of the nature of the maltr eatmnt, who are the persons with whom

the FAR's regularly deal? Iearly all sponsors are male (96 percent), their

median a is 24.9 years and the majority ore white (68.0). Interetingly,

the race of sponsor varies considerably between the child abuse/neglect

and the spouse abuse subsets. (This information is not available for sexual

assault reports.) As Table V-1 indicates, there is a larger proportion of

blacks represented in the spous abuse grop. A later report will analyze

this fiAding in relation to demographic characteristics of Navy personnel.

A
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TAULI V- I

RC or SPOR

Chil1d Abuse/ spouse
Neqiect Abu"e
(S3l324) (3-624)

White 83.6 60.4

black 10.5 32.4

Other 5.9 7.2

Concerning the military profile of sponsors, able V-2 portrays branch

of service. Note that there are many mome Nerines represented in the spouse

abuse group. Tabl* V-3 shows the rats/grade distribution for sponsors.

Not* that there is a slight tendency for sposors in spouse abuse cases to

be of lower rate/grades.

TA31J V-2

SPONSORAMIS Or SW1ZK

4 (PSYXM")

Child Abue/ Spouse
Negleat Abuse

Ney .7 40.7

Neriuee 30.9 51.1

Other 0.4 0.0



TAOLS V- 3

RAT3/GMDR OF SPQUR
(p3R~aWr)

Child Abuse/ Spous
Nellect Abus
(3.29~) (M-375)

General Agprenticeship - Total 24.1 30.4

Z-1 1.3 3.2

z-2 5.4 8.5

Z-3 17.4 18.7

petty Officers - Total 71.6 65.6

Z-4 20.1 18.4

3-5 23.4 25.6

E-6 17.7 14.4

z-7 8.0 6.1

Z-8 2.3 1.1

3-9 0.0 0.0

mrmat Officers - Totl 0.3 0.3

i _-,sio.,d offcr - TOW 4.0 3.7

&.nouimer of came falling into this catogry Ls too smel to

pemit fner breakmd .
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Abuser Characteristics

What are the characteristics of abusers in Navy family advocacy caDs?

In particular, what Is their military profile? While the vast majority are

active military persons (81 percent), the proportion varies by incident type.

Abusers of spouses are most likely to be military persons (88 percent) and

child abuser* are military 63 percent of the tim. (There is insufficient

information on unknown assailants to evaluate the involvement of military

persons in sexual assault cases.) Interestinqly, Marines are represented

as 28 percent of the child abusers, but as 51 percent of the spouse abusers.

This findinq marits furthex study. Finally, as Table V-4 indicates, there

is some tendency for abusers in spouse abuse cases to be of lower rate/qrade

than there Is in child abuse cases.

-5,



TABLJ V-4

RtATE/GRAMR Or ANUUR

(PRXN)

Child Abuse/ Spouse
Neglect Abuse
(M.309) (.1120)

General Apprenticeship - Total 20.4 27.6

Z-1 2.3 2.6

z-2 4.9 5.8

E-3 13.3 19.2

Petty Officers - Total 73.5 69.1

E-4 17.2 19.3

E-5 23.3 28.3

9-6 23.0 14.3

Z-7 8.7 5.4

Z-8 1.3 1.7

2-9 - 0.1

War ant Officers - Tot.l* 0.7 0.4

affjigs - Total* 5.9 2.9

* The number of cases fallinq into this category is too small to permit

finer breakdwmn.
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In terms of demographic characteristics, only In child abuse is a

considerable proportion of abusers female (36 percent). The median age of

all abusers is 25.4 years, and this varies only slightly by incident type.

As was true for sponsors. the racial composition of abusers varies considerably

(soe Table V-S).

TAULE V-S

PACE OP A5U9R

(Ptcwr)

Child Abuse/ spouse
Neqiect Abu"e
(0*431) (10-640)

khI to. 81.7 59.5

Black 12.5 32.7

Other 5.8 7.8

System Nesponses

Perhaps the most important findings of this report relate to how the

Navy responds to family advocacy reports, and to the extent to which civilian

resources are employed. Table V-6 summarizes system responses to reports of

each Incident type and to reports as a whole. Several noteworthy findings

should be pointed out. First * for the data base as a whole and for each

incident type as well,* long-term or support services are the most frequent

V kind of system responses these are provided in three-fifths of all report-s.

Immediate or short-term services are provided in over a third of the case.,

and court/disc iplinary/logal acts (eucluiag notifying the cinmndng officer)

ccuar in fewer then 10 percent of the seeee S ieond, the total ancnt a the

relative freqNscy of each type of rospme very by incident type. Far



*xaAple. there in over twice as much Ceurt action in child abuse cases as

in the Other two types. Also, there is relatively more crisis response and

less support response in sexual assault cases compared to the other two types.

Third. overall, the Navy is providing many more long-term and short-term

services than are civilian agencies, but civilians are engaging in court/leqal

action more often. Finally, there are noteworthy differences relating to

civilian services among the incident types. In child abuse cases, civilian

court action is quite high, as are civilian short-term and long-term services.

At the other extreme, civilian involvement in spouse abuse cases is minimal.

In the middle are sexual assault/rape canes. In earlier chapters, a composite

measure of civilian involvement was discussed, a measure that includes the

Navy notifying civilian authorities plus any indication of civilian legal

action or service provision. Overall, civilian involvemnt of some kind

occurred in 36 percent of all cases, but the differences among incident types

are treindous: civilians were involved in 76 percent of all child abuse

cases, 41 percent of all sexual assault/rape cases, and only 16 percent of all

spouse abuse cases. Certainly, this reflects varying legal requirements as

well as commn interpretations about the meaning and seriousness of each

incident type.

L
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TASlE V-6

SYSTEM RZSPOSMSE

(PKrwr)

Child Abuse/ Spouse Sexual
Neglect Abuse Assault/Rape Tota1
(N-I117) (10-2293) (W-II0) (M-3520)

Court/disciplinary/legal action - all 13.8 5.0 6.4 7._

Navy 1.4 1.1 1.8 1.2

Civilian 12.0 2.7 2.7 5.C

Unspecified 0.8 1.1 1.8 1.1

Indlate or short-term crisis

.irvices - all 40.5 34.0 47.3 36.5

Navy 20.8 23.7 31.8 23.0

Civilian 10.4 2.0 10.0 4.9

Inspecifled 14.1 10.6 12.7 11.7

La.,-term or support services - all 65.3 58.9 50.9 60.6

Navy 43.3 46.0 31.8 44.7

Civilian 27.8 7.8 8.2 14.2

untspecified 22.6 17.0 20.0 18.9

Involved person took action to

remedy situation 5.4 12.5 0.9 9.9

Civilian authorities notified

by Navy 46.4 4.7 23.6 18.5

Family Service Conter notified
or already involved in case 3.6 10.6 2.7 6.3

S-63-
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The extent to which comanding off icers are involved in cases raises

interesting questions. Among cases in which the abuser in an active military

person, only 11 percent of the cases are referred to commnding officers.

based only an coded narrative responses, conmding officers are notified in

13 percent of child abuse case., 10 percent of spouse abuse cases, and 9

percent of sexual assault cases (the latter based only on 22 reports).

Hwver, on the form that provided a place for reporters to check of f whether

the O was to be notified (form type 1 -- established child abuse/neqlect),

5i2 percent were answered affirmatively. Two issues must be considered. First,

should the reporter systematically be asked to indicate this an all reports?

That is, should form be redesigned to capture this kind of information?

Second , should guide lines be established so that uniform standards are

applied to the involvement of comanoding officers? If so, what safoquards

can/should be provided to protect the abuser while simultaneously protecting

his/her family from future maltreatmnt?

The whole subject of Navy responses to family advocacy reports deserves

study in the light of these finding. . T'he data raise -- but cannot answer -

questions about the following issues:

- the availability of various types of services at different locations;

- standards for involving civilian authocities in legal matters and

service provisioni

- the extent to which forms should be redesigned to permit mo uniform

collection of information,

A - the extent to which oomasading officers oam/icul4 be involved a

L - the role of the Family Service Canter in relation to family advocacy

-confidentiality and the Cmtra1 Sagistry



4, V

-reports that are made at local facilities that are neither *suspected'

or *ostablished," and that never got into the Central neqistry -- how

they are served.

Issuens related to the topic of information system and information flow will

be addressed in another phase of this project.
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TABLF: A-1

FORM4 DESCRIPTIONS

NUMBER or
POmIU TYPE DESCRIPTION ZPOIS PENCENIT

Established Child Abuse/Neglect 350 9.5

"Established Child Abue/Nwql*ct Report" 198 5.4

?4AVNE 6320/15 (Revised 3/78)

"Child Abuse/feglect Report" 152 4.1

NAVMED 6320/15 (2/76)

2 Suspected Abuzso/Malect/Sexua1 Assault

an ae2404 65.)

"Suspected Abuso/Neglect/Sexual Assault

and Rape Report" 2226 60.5

NAVMED 6320/15A (Revised 7/79)

"Suspected Abuse/Meglect/Sexual Assault
and Rape Report" San Diego version 156 4.2

NAVIED 6320/15A (Revised 7/79)

"Suspected Child Abuse/Neqlect Rpurt" 12 0.3
NAMED 6320/ISA (3/78)

"Suspected Abuse/Neglect/Sexual Assault

and Rape Report" 1 0.0
NFICL Por 6320/26 (9/81)

"Spouse Abuse Incident Report"(MD 6320-22) 5 0.1
(3/79) and 27reb'79 versions

"Spouse Abuse Incident Report" 4 0.1

BUJNDNOTE 6320 19Nov76

3 Established Spouse Abuse/Neglect 409 11.1

"Established Spouse Abu&*/Nglect Report" 409 11.1
NAVNED 6120/21 (7/79)

4 Family Advocacy Case anaemm nt 450 12.2

"Family Advocacy Case Manaqmnt Report"

(draft) 439 11.9

wraiAly Advocacy Case Nanagement Report" 1 0.0

KwU PTSVA S6o0/9
"ramilly Advocacy Case anagemnt Report" 10 0.3

NWC PTSVA 500/ (Revised 4/82)

5 others 67 1.8

E"Case Nanagemnt Incident Paport" 37 1.0

(Army) 01JUVl76
"hild Advocacy Camittee (CAC) Report- 13 0.4

(See reverse side toe instructions a codes)
(Air Force) .ul'01

-Child Advocacy Comittes (CAC) Impact 16 0.4
(Air Pom) Apr'75

03a etot.. Child Ahsse/Maglect AspoztO 1 0.0
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TAILL A-2

ADDITIOIL pUPORtTING FACILITY CAI750RIES

(OTL _CATIOM IUASR OF REPORT

34

Naval Air Stations

Kinqsville, TX 14

illow Grow , PA 11

ft.ville. TX 4

ilton, 1L 2

larietta, GA 1

Dallas, TX 1

Plamda.0 CA 1

25

(tier. Navy Locations

Z0outh, Wttstort Australia 4

Oak Knoll 2

China Lake, CA 2

Treasure Island 1

EdAsell. Scotland I

Atsugi, Japan S
Vallejo. CA 3

Coltes Neck, I

Lakehurst, NJ 3

Maritne orps Air Stations 53

Santa Ana, CA 53

Other Marine Locations1

barstow, CA

A -
0
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TARBLE A- 3

MASTR VARZABLE LIST

FOMq TYPE 03 TYP. rowl TMP row6 TYPE

1 2 3 4

. • Identifiers

Report date, facility

identification I top 1

:T. Vict LA
Aga, race, sax, military status,

alcohol involvmment I.1 I I

111 . Sponsor

Age. race. sex. military status.

marital status, alcohol involvement 11.2 - 4 II

IV. Abuser 11.2 2 3.4 IV

Age. race, sex, military status. 11.3
alcohol involvement [[.4

V. Relationship

Victim to sponsor,

Victim to abuser II.2 4.5 7,8e IVk

V1. Case Information

Additional datas. source of 111.1,2 1 6.8 V
report, type of report made, TV.3 3

medical diaqnosis, V.

alcohol, etc.

Stresses. mmltreatments, 111.3 4 7 Vhfatalities, system responses [V.2 5 Be

1:i



TAALE A-4

ALCONOL/DM AS An ISSUE IN CASE

INDICATO row T_____ or____ ___POI 

is alcohol use an issue in this

case? Yes 0 1 40.2 408
Alcohol use/abuse - checked 3

victim: alcohol/drug involvMnt -

Ym15.8 1489

Abuser: alcohol/druq involvement- ,7

Yes 2 4.7 1541

Drug use/abuse ch Cked 3 3.2 408

if ncident involved alcoho0 use
by vIcti4 10.8 269

If incident involved drug use by

victim 4 0.7 269

If incident involved alcohol use

by meltreator 4 36.1 269

It incident involved drug use by

m ltreator 4 3.0 269

.7,



FIGURE A-I

rom rYPE I -- ESTABLISHED CHILD ABUSE/NEGLZCT
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FIGURE A-i (continued)
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FIGURE A-2

FOR"q TYPt 2 -- SUSPECTED ABUSE#'NZGtZCT/SEXUhL ASSAULT AND RARE

VSMC3 A3UMfUOLS T/UL A38A6.T AMD EAE ARtO~T NOD 6320-20
SWIUD 63*0/ISA (Rev. 7-?9)

PSRTZVORI FACILITY: __________ DAT:___________

1. Incident Type: (I.e.. iezuin1 assualt; pbYsloal abse; eOwtioma
abuse; rape, eta.)

2. IDEUTIFICATIOU: (go Mae". soial eweirty umabe or other
perSOMal 1IdeatltIORSom are to be se in reporting)

AG:AUR:_____________

ONMAUII0: _________ GUZUTIOU:_________
RATI 03 GURS s ______ RATZ Oil GRADs
ALXOSW.MAN DUYUVTl TBS-. NO- A1COUL/IJG a.OWYUW UE

3. W WAS IZCU MOMU TO II N AT TOf OF WDICAL AUTOITIS

Self reftavod

Referred by poeleeuty~niIeel pereimml

Ind~vidual 6 Ovat to meilom ft. illty h

(8pe~f~r.)ationehp to 1"IvIdmal)

4. SWUAR OF INCUW?: (W1ef SWin'w Of wat, s whe~e hW9M, OMn 16Y.)

S. WSr= or ACTIOM i u TO IUCI3U t: (Ims"" what, wha,
eti. bhe NM ftg "aue of &gum. in f &to of "at.

ItweamrO"

Use~(aw alm$ ""In)es issP~Ai



FICURE A-3

FOW4 TYPE 3 -- ESTABLISHED SPOUSE ABUSE/NEGZCT

IAILSBD 3M39 A3S=/3MJCT UPV ID 6320-22
UAUUD 6320/21 (7-79)

1. Oe"eral seport Date:

a. Repo ting facility
(1) Short nine:
(2) ramboh service:
(3) VIC:
(4) City. 3tate, Zip:

b. Facility which provided initial ideatilfoation/atervontLof (Ur
other than reportift ftaclity)

(1) Short mie:
(2) ranb service:
(3) UIC:
(4) City, State, Zip:

2. Abused idstirtIcatton data (It ilitary neer, om~plete section .)

Ems (Last, firet, lddle)

a. DOte of birth:
b. Race:
C. let:

3. Abuser identif'icatioe data (I' malita~ me-, oomplete seotiom .)

Eme (last firsto iddnle)

s. Date of birth$
b. Ime t
C6 Seat

,. Niitary Ieer'. iHetirteatioa data

C beer 0 abunei to mltu7 e r

a. eed./raeb, =It

e, swmeh of eMVle

4. Or~tur~em"IZ.
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FIGUF A-3 (continued)

NID 6320-22

5. Other porom(s) ideotifioetion (directly Involved)

03 If more them one persons place an "r3 In this block and
incorporate this imofmtIon is *ection 7.

a. ies (last, first, middle):
b. Blood relative (specify):
C. SSW:

6. Incident data

a. Type Incident (i.e., physical, neglect, seml, eto.): bought to
medical attention by:

b. Nedical oomditio s diagnosed, related to abuselsmWeot (999
codes are oastale d in the @o ivt edition of the Intetlonal
C"Iastlio tog of DIsoames. Adapted (1CDM)). oper" slamt mxim. to
order of **verity:

7. 3&nary of incident:

-75-



FrIRE A-3 (continued)

NO 6320-22

. Family Advocacy Coaitteo (PAC)

a. Date coavemed:

b. DoeiSion supported by intorletion obtained from:
.... ttnding physLcL% _i....aaeral medialo persoamel
___civilian legal agefoie s...ivlIan social service agencies
._.XI ...- JAO investigation -. apcnsor'a omand

o. _..._first incident ..__._rpest incident (specify in samry)
_....ollov-up required

d. drug use/abuse .... aloobol use/abuse
Itf druglalcobel iavolved; Indicate pest
trestaet/idet ioatin and referrals made petaining to
drug/alcobol involvement.

." $ ma of FAC recommedations end actiosm takent

f. IA f-- U v hi..__--...... eu If.

(PleSe print or tpe)
(1) Nm: (1) Names
(2) Sigaturo: (2) Sigature:
(3) Date: (3) Dates

-76-



Ft'!IW. A-4
POliN MflF 4 -- rAwty ?ILDOCACY CASE M~kArA(KrXT

FAMILY A "pvrACY CAsE KANAOIWT S PM

(DunF)

titructions: i1lt in necessary information (please print Of type) ad circle
nibers pertaliing to other appropriate responses, I.e.

Data of Report.(suoth/day/yesr) 3/21/80

Type of Report:

initial uD Follw-up - 2 Final - 3 Correcto -

*Note: Full tjentificatloo of all concerned Is required for suspected
and estabilhed

1. General Incidents:

a. Ka .i sodrces o f Med!cal Treao t Facility (KT7):

b. KFF'm tnit Identification Code (0XC): 693

C. Date of Report (muth/day!year): 9/17/31

d. Type of Report:

InItIP2 - I Follow" -a, IF~ Fial I 3 Correcd a 4

a. Fsaily Advocacy Commttee (FAC), eae detriLnation

Suspected - I Established -a
f. gstablished diarosis based upon: NIS - 1; JAG - 2; X1litary law

enforcement -6 Civilian law enforcement 4; Military social service

Civilian social service/welfare/protection agecy - 6; Ademision by

perpetrator , 7

IX. Sponsor Idcntitication Data

- a. Sponsors as (last, first, middle initial):

b. Social See-Jrity Numer:

c. Grade Code (l through 9; 01 through OW; Civ):

d. Iranth of Service/Status

Amy he1 Marine US Foreipg Service 7 7

Air Force a 2 Coast Guard S Foreign WI lta S;

Ka. * 3 rublic tealb- 6 CIVlIL n*-

a. H and address of sponsors comnd: I Co. i int ad mLuMS. ad Oen

f. Sponter c--mnd's UnIt td, nucficatiom Code (OXC):

111. 1dewtificattoo Data of MaltrestePiTctis

a. Wrn %last, first, iille iitial .

b. Sem i le I erll

e, Ae (at tim of incident):

d. ete of bitt' (.ll/Jay/Fer)" 7/2/59
-77-



FX';I)RF A-4 (contanued)

0. Population Group

Red (American Indian)
Yeil. , 'Asian Munioaoid) - 2
Black (,:,rLd or African) ,
White (C44casoid) a 4
Other - "
Unknown - 6

f. Category of .Xaltreated/Victi7

Military cember - 1 Civilian Adult - 4

Military Dependent Adult a-0 Ci'ilian Child - 5

Military Dopendunt CM.I a 3

IV. Ident;-ficatlon of Alleged !altreator(s)

(Note: If l.ru t;.n one -altreator, provide duplicate information and attach)

a. Nae (last, .i.t, middle initial)

b. SOA

Mal- FE~ emale-2

c. Age 21

d. Date of birth '.onth/day/year) 3/4/6C

a. Population r,.up

Red (American lrlian) - 1

Yellc- (Asiar "onsoloi) - 2
Black (Negroid or African)-
White (Caucasoid) a 4
Other a 5
Unkn%,.nn a 6

f. Category of Maltreator

Sporsor - 0Military Dependent Child -4

Sponsor 6 Spouse - 2 Military Member a S
Military Dependent Adult * 3 Civilian a 6

g. Relationsip of Haltreator to Maltreated/Victim
* Paternal; M a Maternal)

kelationship Coda:

A Father - 01 5:psister a 14 Grandfather (M)e a 26

Stepfather - 02 Nephev - 15 Grandmother (M)e - 27

Adoptive Father - C3 tiLece a 16 Grandfather (N) - 28

Toster Father a O Uncle (P)* a 17 Grandmother (1)* - 29

M other - 05 Auut (P) - 18 Nusbaod -
Stepmother a 06 "'ndle (H) 19 Wife a 31

Adoptive Mother - 07 Aunt (H)* - 20 Boyfriend - 32

Foster "other - 08 CousIA - 21 Girlfriend - 33
Srother a 09 Tdacher a 22 Straager - 34
Halfbrother 10 Nursry- Parr w 22 L*nam 35

Stepbrother - 11 labysitter w 23
sister a 12 Neighbor - 24
Palfatster a 13 Friend of a25

family

Fata-7.-



1I(; J E A-4 (continuel)

h. Grade Co*. • of Kaltrea:r El

(El through f9; 01 through O±0; Civ)

1. branch of Seivice/Status of 1oltreator

Army - I Marine -Q US Foreign Service 7
Air Force * 2 Coast Guard - 5 Foreign Military * S
Navy - 3 Pubtic Health - 6 Civilian - 9

V. Incident ldintificdtiou

a. Date of lucident (day/month/vear) 5 Auqgut 1981

b. Type of Maltreatment Incident

Child Physical Abuse - 01

Child Physical Neglect - 02
Child Pcychological Abuse - 03

hi,l Psychological Neglect - 04
Child Sexual Abase - 05
Spouse Physical Abuse a

Spouse Physical Neglect - 07
Spouse Prycholo&1cal Abuse - 08
Spouse Psycholosical Neglect - 09
Sexual Assault - 10
Rape- 11

c. Incident b-cueht to attention of FAR by:

Civilian Police -il Social Serv Agency - 13
Military PolLie -1 Anonymous Caller - 14
Civ. Social Services a 03 School - 15
Sponsor - 04 Family Friend e 16
Sponsor's Spouse - OS Neighbor - 17
Sponsor's Coumand - 06 Legal Officer - 18
Emergency Room - 07 Chaplain - 19
Pediatric Clinic a 08 Child Care Center " 20
Inpatient Hed Serv - 09 Babysitter a 21
Alcohol Treat Fac - 10 Dental Service - 22
Drug Treat Fac - 11

Z Outpatient Serv - 12

d. Location of incident

Iome -) Neighbors - 4
School 92 Public Bldg/Space - S
Family Friends - 3

a. Additional Incident Reporting

Incident reported to Military Police -
Icident reported to Civilian Authorities 2
Incident reported to Military 4 Civilian Authorities - 3
Incident reported to Protective Services/Publtc Welfare 4
no report action taken - S

f. Mdical Treatment Required

(1) Medical coLtiou diagposed related to iscidest In order of
severity (Use Isatreational Clasaificatioe of Disea0e 1amboek)

(a) oss d)

(b) 924. )

(a) -- -- )



LA-4

*' ;/ii A-4 j,'ait nu.~j)

(2) Medical 4ttentirn teqirted. physical care

Outpatient 1
Rosptializwutoo for treatment - 2
Hospitalizatiot for observation - 3

Rospitaxzation for safety - 4
None - W)

8. Social - Medical Treatment

(1) Psychological/Psychiatric attention, Perpetrator

Outpatient - I
Bospitaltzption for treatment - 2
Hospitalization for observation - 3
"ospittaj tlon for safety - 4
Pone,

(2) Psychological/Psychiseric attention, Victlm

Outpatient a 0
Rospitalization for treatsnt - 2
Hospitalization for observation - 3
None a A

(3) Lgal/AdinistractIve action required

3 civilian
Military
Civilian a.Military - 3

(4) Incident screened for alcohol and drug involvemt by PAC

yes ,(3 No - 2

(5) If incident involved alcohol

(a) Use by: Naltreator - 1
Victi - 2

ltreacor and Victim - 3

(b) Physical violence preseant In Icident

yes & I No- 2 ot knoa 3

(c) Individuala screened for alcohol treatment by alcohol
treatment facility

STe*o l No-

(d) Disposition of ildividu scread for aLcohol treatment

Perpetrator Victim

No treatment required I l No treatment required 4
Ougpattet treatm Outpatient treaepmt *

Inpatieut treatment * 3 "' 1psttest tretowt 6

(6) If incident Involved drugs

(a) Use by: Naltreetor - 1Ylcgtn iu*..

altweato Mnd Vict - 31

(b) Itysical vtolence preeet IN umtdebt

) Imtvid"Is sereemd te due truag by dwu tm as ,I8t8Ua1
Teeoo a I we



11';UI;: A-4 (continued)

(4) ""' 1r"1tioti of Ji tvidualq screened for drug creatment

P 'r...t rat,,: Victim

H. tteit-.enz r,.q.irc -0 4a treatment required ".9
Outpatient creatinnt - 2 Outpatient treatment 5 5
Inratient .rcatueat - Inpatient treatment - 6

(7) If sp.xual i.cidrnt

(a) Exhibitcisl-s - I
*o1eUzi:.w - 2
Genital Fondling * 3
;ag!na. irtercoutse - 4

Anal tntercoursq - 5

(b) ?hvsical violea .e involved

Yes - I No a 2

(c) P'ior history v, sexual incidents

Yes - I No W 2

h. If prior hi,:cry:

(1) Lang:h o, time

less than 6 so - 1
greater than 6 so bur lu than one year - 2
greater than one year *

unksioan - .

(2) Frequency

greater than one but lass than I

greater than 5 but less thin 10 "i6
greater than 10 - 3
unknoT - 4

(3) Urevlous le9 a-tion -f similar nature against perpetrator

Yes-l No a 2

FMfILY FA=T0RS (of victim)
(Ca rcle .opropriace Factors)

Singie parent. never urtcied - 1

single parent, separatu -
Single patent, divorced -

single paren:. livein Loyfriand -
Single parent, live-in Irlfriend - 5
Dual parents, both military *eabors - 6
Dual parents, fathet military usaber, mother not employed 1
Dual parents, father military mtWber, mother employed a I
Dual parents. mother tilitar7 menber, lather employed - 9
Dual parents, mother military member, father not employed 10
Dual parents. fat et deployeO during incident a 11
Dul parents. mothar deplo$es during incident - 12
Dual patents, both in area during incident - 11
Dual parents, mther Laving extra-marital affair - 14

Dual Parents, lather having extra-SariCal affair a 15
Dual Parents, both having eutra-04rital affairs a 16

-atber, history of abuse as a child - 17
Vather, membet of lcoholic family as child v 18
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F TIPE A-4 (continued)

Father, current alcohol p~oblema - 19
Father. physical ha&dlcap * 20
Father, history of spouse abuse - 21
Father, social isolation - 22
Mother, history of abuse as a child a 23
Mother. member of alcoholic family as child - 24

Mother, current alcohol problem 25
Mother, physical handicap - 26
Mother, hiscory of spouse abuse
Mother, social isolation "
Victim. social isolation -2F

Victim, physical hand - 30
lsufficient income - Q
Pregnancy - 32
Ney baby in the hose
Recent relocation (vithin 6 so) - 34

Inadequate housinS * 35
Misuse of adequate-incoue *
Married, no children a 37

Summary of Incident:

She came home late and he got ust and began hitting ber. she called
the Military Police.

Outline of Treatment Plans:

MAke counseling available to both.

Recoimdatloua applicable to any &ddialstrative/legal action:

Reported as per SUDINST 6320.57 requires.

pkge . . ...... __ _ lheme e

stpatare: ____________ iaue
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